
The Book of Daniel interprets the Book
of Revelation

Many people find the last Book of the Bible, the Book of Revelation hard to
understand. I heard one lady even call it the Book of Concealment! Is there a
key to understand the Endtime prophecies of the Book of Revelation? I believe
that key is the Book of Daniel! The Prophet Daniel was described as:

“…an excellent spirit, and knowledge, and understanding, interpreting of
dreams, and shewing of hard sentences, and dissolving of doubts, were found
in the same Daniel, whom the king named Belteshazzar: now let Daniel be
called, and he will shew the interpretation. — Daniel 5:12

If anybody can shed some light on the Book of Revelation, I bet Daniel can!
And some verses in the Book of Revelation also explain Daniel’s visions as
well.

Isaiah 34:16  Seek ye out of the book of the LORD, and read: no one
of these shall fail, none shall want her mate: for My Mouth it hath
commanded, and His Spirit it hath gathered them.

I believe that all the important Endtime prophecies in the Book of Daniel
have their “mate” or similar verse in the Book of Revelation. What therefore
is the key to understanding the Endtime prophecies in the Book of Revelation?
It’s to know the same prophecies in the Book of Daniel! The Scriptures from
these two books of the Bible complement each other.

This Bible study is an attempt to compare certain verses in Daniel with
Revelation, and by doing so, clearly show what they are teaching in order to
shed more light on controversial teachings about the Endtime that have been
circulating among the churches, especially American churches!
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Daniel 7:21  I beheld, and the
same horn made war with the
saints, and prevailed against
them;
22  Until the Ancient of days
came, and judgment was given to
the saints of the most High; and
the time came that the saints
possessed the kingdom.

Revelation 13:7:  And it was given unto
him (the Antichrist)to make war with the
saints, and to overcome them: and power
was given him over all kindreds, and
tongues, and nations.

Who are the “saints”? The born again children of God in Christ Jesus! The
“horn” of the book of Daniel is the Antichrist– the Papacy — what all the
Protestant reformerers believed about the Roman Pope. The “beast” of
Revelation chapter 13 is the Roman Empire including the revived one that
continues to this day.

Daniel 7:23  Thus he said, The fourth
beast shall be the fourth kingdom
upon earth, which shall be diverse
from all kingdoms, and shall devour
the whole earth, and shall tread it
down, and break it in pieces.

Revelation 13:1  And I stood upon the
sand of the sea, and saw a beast rise
up out of the sea, having seven heads
and ten horns, and upon his horns ten
crowns, and upon his heads the name
of blasphemy.

What is the “beast” of Revelation chapter 13? Many Christians today think the
“Beast” is synonomous with the final end time Anchrist. But Daniel chapter 7
clearly defines a beast as a kingdom or empire! I believe the Beast of
Revelation is with us today. It’s the covert one-world government already in
existence. It’s centered in Rome and controls the world. Proof? Did you
notice the reaction to the Covid pandemic was the same worldwide with masks
and unnecessary lockdowns? Who was trying to make Covid vaccinations
mandatory for every person in the world? The Pope, all the heads of Europe
and North America. As far as I know, only a few national presidents in Africa
objected to the Covid vaccination and they shortly died (or were murdered?)
afterward.

The “ten horns” may be the 10 economic regions of the world today, the
regions designated by the World Trade Organization. It’s interesting that
Japan is the sole nation of one of those regions. IMHO, I think this could
mean that Japan is still capable of surviving economically on its own.



Or the 10 horns may be the way the Jesuits have divided up the world!

Please share any more comparisons to Scriptures of Daniel and Revelation if
you can, and I will add them to this article.


